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SOME HIGHER ORDER OPERATIONS WITH CONNECTIONS 
IVAN KOLAR, Brno 
(Received September 4, 1973) 
Our intention being to study some higher order operations with connections, we 
should first remark that there exist two main kinds of higher order problems in the 
general theory of connections. On the one hand, one can investigate connections of 
the first order on some "higher order spaces", for instance on higher order prolonga­
tions of a diff^erentiable manifold or on prolongations of a principal fibre bundle, [5]. 
On the other hand, there are higher order connections introduced by EHRESMANN, 
[3]. Moreover, in the interesting special case of vector bundles, some of these 
problems have specific forms and have been sometimes studied by means of special 
methods. Hence it is quite natural that some of our definitions are motivated by an 
intention to compare certain different points of view adopted independently by dif­
ferent authors. However, the greater part of the following concepts is of their own 
interest. We first define a product of higher order connections, a special case of which 
has been introduced recently by VIRSIK, [11]. This product represents a generalization 
of the prolongation of higher order connection in the sense of Ehresmann, [3]. Then 
we study some relations between the higher order connections on a Lie groupoid Ф 
and the first order connections on the prolongations of Ф. This investigation was 
incited by [6], where LIBERMANN has established an identification between the semi-
holonomic connections of order r on the first order frame bundle of a diflferentiable 
manifold M and the first order connections on the semi-holonomic frame bundle of 
order r of M. After that, we define prolongations of an arbitrary first order connec­
tion С with respect to a linear connection L on the base manifold (in the special case 
of a connection on a vector bundle, this operation was treated by Pohl, [8]) and we 
find their relation to the prolongations of connections С and Lin the sense of Ehres-
mann. In conclusion, we give a comparison of the absolute differentiation with 
respect to the connections related by our main operations. We hope that Propositions 
3, 4, 8, 10, 12 and Corollary 3 can testify that the operations introduced here are of 
practical importance. 
In the present paper, all connections are studied on groupoids, i.e., in the most 
geometric way. However, our operations have interesting forms even on principal 
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fibre bundles and in the special case of vector bundles. We shall treat these problems 
as well as some other related questions in a continuation of this paper, which is under 
preparation. Unless otherwise specified, our considerations are in the category C^. 
The standard terminology and notation of the theory of jets is used throughout the 
paper, see [10]. In addition, jl denotes the canonical projection of r-jets onto s-jets, 
s < r. 
1. Let Ф be a Lie groupoid over В with projections a, b and let e^ denote the unit 
of Ф over X E B, see [9]. The partial composition law in Ф will be denoted by a dot. 
Hence Ö' . Ö is defined for every в\ в еФ satisfying а{в') = Ъ{9) and it is Ь(в' . в) = 
= Ъ{е'\ а{0' . е) = а{в). In the sequel, we shall use frequently the prolongations of 
this partial composition law, [1], which will be denoted by the same symbol. If M is 
an arbitrary manifold, then the prolongation of the composition in Ф is defined 
for every pair X\ X e J\M, Ф) satisfying aX' = bX G J\M, B) and the value 
X' .XÏS an element of J\M, Ф) such that b[X'. Z ] = bX\ a{X' . X] = aX. (We 
recall that e.g. aX' means the composition of mapping 0: Ф -> JB and of r-jet X' in 
accordance with a general agreement in the theory of jets. Using the square brackets 
we want to stress that e.g. b\X' . X] is the composition of mapping b: Ф -> В and 
of r-jet X' . X and not the value of b SLÎX' . X.) 
To create a convenient tool for the investigation of the higher order elements of 
connection, [3], we introduce the concept of a quasi-element of connection. By 
a non-holonomic quasi-element of connection of order r on Ф will be meant an r-jet 
X e Jy{B, Ф) satisfying aX = jy^, bX = jyidß, x, y G В, where ^ is the constant 
mapping t \-^ X, t e B. The space of all non-holonomic quasi-elements of connection 
of order r on Ф will be denoted by А\Ф). We have the natural projections ß : Л^(Ф) -^ 
-^Ф,а:= aß: А^Ф) -^ B,b:= bß: А^Ф) -^ В. Put 
А:{Ф) = {Хе АЩ; â{X) = х} , уА%Ф) = {X е АЩ; В{Х) = у} , 
уЛ^(ф) = ^Г (̂Ф) п Д''(Ф). Further, let Ф^ = а'^х) cz Ф. One deduces directly 
from the definition, cf. [4], that А^{Ф) coincides with the r-th non-holonomic prolon­
gation of fibred manifold (Ф .̂, Ь, В), i.e. 
(1) {Ä:{Ф),Б,B) = J^•{Ф.,b,B). 
This implies that every X e уА^(Ф) can be written in the form X = j^a, where a is 
a local cross section of (>4^~^(Ф), В, В), If an X e Л^(Ф) satisfies ßX = e^, then it is 
an element of connection in the sense of Ehresmann, [3]. Hence the fibred manifold 
^'•(Ф) of all non-holonomic elements of connection of order r on Ф is a subspace 
of Л^(Ф). In the semi-holonomic and holonomic cases, we set Л'"(Ф) = А''(Ф) n 
n r{B, Ф), Л'-(Ф) = 1''(Ф) п r{B, Ф). 
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2. Groupoid Ф acts on the right on fibred manifold уЛ^Ф) as follows. Let X e 
E уЛ''{Ф), ä{X) = X and let Ö e Ф, a{9) = z, Ь{в) = x. To simplify the notation, we 
shall denote by 9 the r-jet at z of the constant mapping t \-^ в, t e B. Then the pro­
longation of the partial composition law in Ф defines an element 
(2) X .Be уА^Ф) , ä{X . ё) = а{в) = z . 
Obviously, if 9 = ßX, then Z . ê~Ms an element of connection. Hence every quasi-
element of connection F e Л '̂(Ф) can be written in the form Y = X .0, where X is an 
element of connection and 9 ЕФ. Formula (2) determines the mapping 
{А\Ф), ä, В) @ (Ф, Ь, В) -> А'(Ф) , {X,9)h^X J . 
(The symbol © denotes the fibre product over B.) In particular, the prolongation of 
(2) is defined for every X E J%M, АХФ)) and ¥ЕГ{М,Ф) satisfying aX = bY. 
Consider now a non-holonomic connection С : Б -> о''(Ф) and an element of con­
nection X E бх(Ф)- Since the s-jet f^C satisfies ä[j^C] = fjäe = bX, the prolonga-
tion of (2) determines an element С *X E JI{B, Л^(Ф)). One finds easily 5[C * X] = 
= JV^B. â[C * X] = fj and ß{C * X) = e^. Hence 
с*хео;^ХФ)-
If a connection C^ : В -^ 0^(Ф) is given, then the mapping x ь> С * Ci(x) is a con­
nection of the order r + 5 on Ф, which will be denoted by С * C^ and will be called 
the product (or star product) of С and C^. In particular, if С^ is a connection of the 
first order on Ф, then the direct comparison with [11] shows that connection С * C^ : 
: В -^ 5'"^^(Ф) coincides with that denoted by the same symbol by Virsik, [11]. 
Moreover, if one considers the connection of the first order jlC : В -> б^(Ф) under­
lying to C, then С * Ole) coincides with the prolongation С of С according to 
Ehresmann, [3]. The star product of connections is associative, i.e., if C^ : В -> б''(Ф), 
C2 : 5 -> й'{Ф), С^:В -^ 0'(Ф) are three connections, then {C^ * C2) * C3 = 
= Ci * (C2 * C3) is the same cross section of о'"^*^'(Ф). This follows easily from the 
associativity of the composition law in Ф. (We remark that we shall show in the 
next paper that the star product of connections has a very instructive form on principal 
fibre bundles.) 
3. Consider the r-th non-holonomic prolongation Ф*" of Ф, [2]. Let П denote the 
partial composition law in Ф*" and let a^ or b^ or e^. be the source projection or the 
target projection or the unit of Ф"* over x E В respectively. We recall that an element 
Z E Ф**, a^iZ) = X, by{Z) = j ; is a non-holonomic r-jet of В into Ф satisfying ocZ = x, 
aZ = fjdß, bZ E fl''(5), ß{bZ) = у and that the composition in Ф'' is defined by 
(3) Z' D Z = (Z'bZ) . Z , aXZ') = b^Z) . 
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Obviously, the mapping Ф' -^ П''(Л), Z и- bZ is a functor. Assume now that Ф is 
a groupoid of operators on a fibred manifold (E, p, B), [2]. The action of Ф on £ 
will be also denoted by a dot. Hence 9 . zis defined for every 9 еФ and z e E satisfying 
a{9) = p{z) and it is p{9 . z) = b(0). Let M be a manifold. The prolongation of the 
action Ф on £, which will be also denoted by a dot, is defined for every pair Z e 
6 J\M, Ф), X E Г{М, E) satisfying aZ = pYe J\M, B) and the value Z . X is an 
element of J\M, E) such that p[Z . X\ = bZ. We recall that Ф*" is a groupoid opera­
ting on JŒ by 
(4) ZnX:={Z.X){bZ)~' , Z e Ф^ ХеГЕ, a,.(Z) = aX , 
where the product of Z . Z and {bZ)~^ is the composition of jets. 
For this moment, we shall need only a special case of (4). Consider the fibred 
manifold (Ф^, Ь, В), w e В. Then Ф itself is a groupoid operating on Ф^ by the multi­
plication in Ф. Hence Ф** is a groupoid of operators on У%Ф^) = Л'^{Ф). In other 
words, if X G ^Л'^{Ф) and Z 6 Ф^ aJ^Z) = x, b^Z) = y, then 
(5) Z D X = (Z . X) (bZ)-' e .ЛЦФ), 
where Z . X is defined by the prolongation of the composition in Ф. Further, let Z = 
= j % X = jlcp. Then 
(6) Z D X = j%mô\t)). cpiCöW Я'ЧСо 40)] ^ 
where Co = КС, Щ = Ь[С(0]- Conversely, if Х ,7е1 : ; (Ф) , Ь(Х) = x, b{Y) = у 
and L e tV{B), ah = x, ßL = у, then the formula 
(7) Z = YL.X"^ 
determines the unique element Z 6 Ф'' such that bZ = L and 7 = Z П X. Let Y = 
= fyil/, X = jlcp, L = jlX, Яо = Jr-i^- Then 
(8) ^ Z=jlli^{Äo{t))X{t).cp-\ty], 
where, by induction, ф{Ао{1)) À{t) . (p~^{t) is an element of Ф''"^. If r = 1 and L = 
= j^/i , then formula (8) is specialized to 
(9) Z=fMl^{t)).<p-\t)-]. 
The following two assertions will be used in the proof of Proposition 8. 
Lemma 1. Let Z^, Z2 e Ф'' be two elements of the form Z^ = (Г^ . 9) Li . X ^ S 
Z2 = Y2L2.Y;\Then 
Z2UZ, ={Y2.9)L2L,,Xl\ 
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Proof. The assertion is trivial for r = 1. Assume by induction that it holds for 
r ~ 1. Let y, = jlx, Y, = ]1Ф, X, = jicp, L, = j % L, = ;>', j^.X = Xo. j ' - iT = 
= VQ. Then 
Z,=jllx{y,{t))vit).r\t)] 
and we obtain 
(10) z, D Zi = ]1{[хыш) <щ) • Ф 'Voim • 
where the symbol П on the right hand side means the multiplication in Ф''"^ Using 
the induction hypothesis, we simplify the right hand side of (10) to ji[(z(vo(^o(0) • 
. Ô) v(Ao(0) ^(0 • Ф"ЧО] = (̂ 2 . 0) L,L, .X;\ QED. 
Corollary 1. If Z E Ф'' is an element of the form Z = (Y. в) L. X~S its inverse 
element in Ф*" is given by Z~^ = XLT^ . в~^ . Y~^. 
4. We now introduce a mapping x,+ i : й'^^Ф) ® Q\U'{B)) -> б̂ (Ф'") as follows. 
If X = jlv e О ;^ ' (Ф) and Y = 7̂ Я G QI{U'{B)1 then we set 
(11) x,,,{X, Y) = av{y) X{y). v-(x)] E ôi($0 • 
We further define a mapping /c, : Q\Ф^') ® й^Ф) -v 0'''"'(Ф) by 
(12) kxz. T)=m{y) пт)=am • т) {ь ^УГ^] , 
provided Z = jiC e СЦФ'), Те е;(Ф). Moreover, the functor Ф*- -> Щв), X v^hX 
is extended to a mapping 
b* : Q\^) - и\Щв)) , Jl cr{y) ^jl ba{y). 
(In general, if Ф and 4^ are two Lie groupoids over В and ф : Ф -> ^ is a base-
preserving functor, then (p is extended to a mapping 
(13) (P^ : аЩ -> Q\^) , jl a{y) ^jl ср{ст{у)) .) 
Proposition 1. The mapping 
(14) (x^^vfr^i) ' й'^Щ ® а\Щв)) -^ ßi($o e й'{ф), 
(>t:^+j,j;;+i)(X, у) = (x^+i(X, у), JT+I^)> '̂̂  a B'isomorphism. The inverse iso­
morphism is 
(15) {к„Ь^):а\Ф^)@0'{Ф)-^й'^\Ф)®й\Щв)), 
(k„b , ) (Z , r ) = (/c,(Z,T),b,(Z)). 
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Proof. It suffices to establish 
(16) x,+ ,(/cXZ, T),b*(Z)) = Z , 
(17) kXxr^,{X,Y)j:^,X) = X. 
In the above notation, we have x^^,{jl[{C{y) . T){b C{y))~^l jib C(y)) = 
= jiidy). T. Г-1] = Z. On the other hand, it is K{jl[v{y) A(j;) . v-^(x)], v(x)) = 
= Ш<У) КУ) • *-" Ч ^ ) • v(x)) Я- \y)-} = X, QED. 
Thus, the pair (14), (15) gives an identification 
5. Denote by о''(Ф) с: б'*(Ф) the subspace of all elements of connection of the form 
JIQ where ^ is a local cross section of Я^'^Ф). Obviously, it holds ^r+i&^\^) ® 
e бЧЩБ))) c= gi($'') and /сДе^ФО © йЩ) с U'^ i^y Thus, in the semi-
holonomic case we have an identification 
и'^^Щф и'{Щв)) ^ е̂ ФО e Щф). 
Let Z e б^ФО ^^^ ^ ^ ох(Ф)- We shall find a necessary and sufficient condition for 
kXZ, T) to lie in б '̂̂ '̂ Ф). Introduce a mapping a^ : Q\W) -^ б'^'^Ф) У̂ the fol­
lowing induction. For r =^ 0, UQ is the identity of б^Ф)- Assume by induction that 
we have defined the mapping а^.^ : бЧФ'̂ "^) "̂  6'(Ф)- Then we set 
(18) aXZ) = kXZ, a,.XJri\m > ^ ^ бЧ^О ^ 
where i\l^{7) e Q\W~^) is the image of Z by the functor j[~^ : Ф*" -> Ф''"^ in the 
sense of (13). 
Lemma 2. The values of a^ lie in б'"*'̂ (Ф). 
Proof. Let Z = jX Ci = ГЧ, Z, - jlCi = J:;\Z). By definition, it is aXZ) = 
= Ш{У) • ö̂ r- i(^i)]- This implies 
(19) J^iö-XZ)-^ . - i ( jTr(Z)) . 
By induction, (19) is also true for r - 1, i.e. f~^ <^r~A^i) = ^r-20*r-î*(Zi))- Then 
we undjlif-'m • ^.-i(Zi))] = jlUy) ° ^r-2(7:::i*(2i))] = cr,_,(Z,). Hence 
aXZ)6б^^ЧФ)'QED. 
Proposition 2. Let Z e 6i($0 «^^ Te Uli^)- Then kXZ, T) e 0;'''(Ф) if and only 
ifT=a,.Xfri\^))-
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Proof. The "if part" coincides with Lemma 2. To prove the converse assertion, 
we shall proceed by induction. The assertion is trivial for r = 0. Assume that it 
holds for r - 1. Let Z = iiC, Ci = J T ' C , Z , = j^C,, T, = Г'Т. Since kJiZ, T) = 
= Щу) D Г)ее ;+ ' (Ф) , it is r = i i ( C , ( j ' ) D Ti). By the induction hypothesis, 
T, e е Г ' ( Ф ) implies Г, =<r,-2{rr-UZx))- Hence Г = j'[C.(j^) D <Tr-W-U^,))l 
which is cr^-i(Zi) by definition, QED. 
6. We shall now treat a special case Ф = П^(Б). In this case, the target projection Ъ 
of groupoid TL^{B) is the target jet projection J? : П ^ ( Б ) -^ JB. One finds easily that 
the r-th non-holonomic prolongation П^(Б) ' ' of П^(В) coincides with fl''"*"^(B). 
Further, W^^{B) is a subgroupoid of the r-th semi-holonomic prolongation И^(ву 
of Il\B). On the one hand, we have the mapping W{pJ -> W{B\ X i-> bX. On the 
other hand, we have the target projection j[+y : П^(В)'' -^ lV^{ÉJ~^. 
Lemma 3. An element X e И^{ву belongs to П'""^^(Б) if and only if 
(20) JUiX = ЬХеЩВ). 
Proof. We shall use the lateral projections of non-holonomic jets introduced 
in [7]. Since X e W{B)\ Proposition 4 of [7] yields 
(21) J:^,X = 4W,X = . . . = "-'lUiX = ^-'K^,X, 
•г-1хл_ ijr-lY- r-2ir-~ly^ 
Jr+lX — 'r + 1 ^ • 
We first deduce bX = 'K^^X, If r = 1 andX == jlcp, then b[jl (p{y)] = jl[j1 (p{y)] = 
= HlX, Assume by induction that every ¥еШ{ву~^ satisfies bY=''~4l~^Y. 
Let X E Щву, X = jlcp. Then bX = b[jl cp{y)] = j^b cp{y) = jir'K'' cp{y)] = 
= 41+ iX. Hence (20) can be written as 
(22) j % i Z = X + i ^ . 
Using Proposition 2 of [7], we derive from (21) and (22) the relations 
(23) fr+iX = '' K+iX, ...,Jr+iX = l^+iX , Jr+iX = l^+iX . 
However, (21), (22) and (23) imply X e ТГ^Щ by Corollary 1 of [7]. The converse 
assertion is obvious, QED. 
We introduce a mapping Q^+^ : О^^^П^вУ)-^ Q^W^^By) by the following 
induction. For г = 0, ^i is the identity of б^(П^(В)). Assume by induction that we 
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have defined the mapping 
(24) Qr-Q'{n\B))^Qt(n\B)). 
Then we set 
(25) Q,^,{X) = x^^,{X, oXfr^.X)) , X e Q^^\U\B)) . 
Lemma 4. The values of Q^+i lie in Q^{TV'^^(B)). 
Proof. For technical reasons, we shall need a little stronger induction hypothesis 
than (24). Assume by induction that, for every Ye Q\n\B)) and every local cross 
section ij/ satisfying Yj= jlxj/, one can express Q^_^{j[~'^Y) as j^cp in such a way that 
Ф{у)(р{у)-Ф''\^)^ЩВ)- (For r = 1, this can be directly verified.) Let Xe 
e ^'-^{иЩ), X = j > . Since X is semi-holonomic, it holds v(x) = ;>1 , v̂  = / ;~4 . 
By the induction hypothesis, there is a local cross section Я satisfying ^^_i(vi(x)) = 
= jiX and v^{y) l{y) . vi-^(x) e Щв). Since b[v,{y) ^{y) . vï\x)] = À{y), Lemma 3 
gives 
(26) Л-\П{У)КУ)'^1\^)) = КУ)' 
By definition, it is Q,^,{X) = Jlb{y) {^i{y) КУ) • п\^)) • v '^^)] := J'i ^^(у). Then 
we have b H{y) = v^{y) À{y) . v^ \x\ while (26) implies f,^^ H{y) = v^y) ^{y) . 
. v^\x). Hence H{y) e TV'^\B) by Lemma 3, Q,+ ^{X) e Q^Ca'-'^B)) and the stronger 
induction hypothesis is also proved, QED. 
Lemma 5. The following diagram commutes: 
n''+^(ri^(RW ^ 










Proof. Using the notation of the proof of Lemma 4, we obtain ji;+iHt(̂ ^+i(A )̂) _ 
= Ji[v,(y) КУ) • ̂ Л^Ъ = QriJWtX), QED. 
We shall further show that 
(27) <7ХЯг^,{Х)) = Х, Q,^,{aXZ)) = Z 
for every Xeff^'ill^B)) and every ZeQ\W^\B)), provided П'+^В) is con­
sidered as a subgroupoid of П^(В)'. We shall proceed by induction. For r ~, Q 
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both (To and g^ coincide with the identity of б^(П*(^))- Assume that (27) holds for 
r — 1. According to (18), it is 
(28) ^.(^. . i (^)) = KiQr.i{X), ^r-l{J:,U^r^ 1W))) • 
We heive f,+ i^{g^+,{X)) = gXfr+iX) by Lemma 5 and a^_^{gX/r^iX)) = Jl+,X 
by the induction hypothesis. Hence the right hand side of (28) is equal to 
M^r+i (^ . Ог{Гг^1Х)),Л^гХ) = X, On the other hand, (25) gives 
(29) Qr.M^)) = K^ A^r[^\ Qr{jU 1 ^г{Щ • 
We have j.Vi (т,(2) = (^r-i{frV{Z)) by (19) and дХ^^г-АЛ^Щ = frV{Z) by the 
induction hypothesis. Since Z e Q^{W^^{B)), Lemma 3 implies j[^\Z) = b*(Z). 
Hence the right hand side of (29) is equal to х^+^[кХ^, tx̂ _ i(iT* 4^))) ' ^*(^)) = Z. 
Thus, we have deduced 
Proposition 3. The restriction of o^ to 2^(Г1'"^ХВ)) is a B-isomorphism 
Q^ijV^^{B)) -^ Q'^\Il\B)). The inverse isomorphism is g^^^. 
Remark. In the foregoing consideration, we have been interested in the semi-
holonomic case only. However, it is remarkable that one can establish an identifica­
tion of Q'{p}[B)) and Q^{tV{B)) in a quite analogous manner. Let us define a B-
morphism g/. Q\li\B)) -^ Q^{n\B)) by the following induction 
a) ^1 is the identity of Q^{Yl^{B)\ 
b) gXX) = xXX, g^_,{f-'X)\ X e й\П\В)), 
Obviously, the above mapping g^ is the restriction of g^ to 0 ' ' ( П ^ ( Б ) ) . We assert 
that g^ is a Б-isomorphism. To prove it, we introduce a mapping X^ : Q^{tV{B)) -> 
-^ Q\lV^{B)) by the induction 
a) Aj is the identity of Q\n\B)\ 
b)xXz) = K.,{z^r-A4z))\ 
It suffices to deduce that X^ о g^ is the identity of б'"(П^(Б)) and g^ о À^ is the identity 
of Q^{TV(B)). We shall proceed by induction. For r = 1, the assertion is tri-
vial. Assume that it holds for r - L If X e й^ПЩ), then ЛХдХ^)) = 
= КЫХ, Qr-i{fr~'X))) = К-ЫХ, Qr-iir'X)), \_,{g^_Xr'X))) = ХЪу (17) 
and by the induction hypothesis. Conversely, if Z e ß^(n''(ß)), then Q^{X^{Z)) = 
= èXfc,-,(Z,A,_i(b,(Z)))) = xXfe,_i(Z,A,_i(b*(Z))),^-,_,,(A^_j(b,(Z)))) = Zby( l6 ) 
and by the induction hypothesis. 
7. Combining the left action of Ф*" on А^{Ф) and the right action of Ф on ^^''(Ф) 
in the way shown below, we obtain a left action of Ф'" on й%Ф). (In the holonomic 
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case, this action was treated by Que, [9].) Let Z e Ф^ aj(£) = x, b^{Z) = y, ßZ = в 
and let X e б;(Ф). Then 
(30) {znx).e~' = {z.x)(bz)-' J-'eй;{Ф), 
which establishes Ф** as a groupoid of operators on 0'"(Ф). Similarly to [9], the set of 
all elements of Ф** transforming a connection С : В -^ б'̂ (Ф) iï^to itself is a subgroupoid 
R{C) С Ф'' isomorphic to Ф x Г1'*(Б). More precisely, if we consider the natural 
projection (Д, b) : Ф** -> Ф x îl^B), then there exists a unique functor y : Ф x 
X ЩВ) -> Ф'' such that у(Ф x n''(J5)) = R{C) and {ß, b) о у is the identity of 
Ф X Щв). If Ö e Ф, Z e Щв), а{в) = ocX = x, Ь{в) = ßX = у, then y{e, X) is 
given by 
(31) y{e,x) = {c{y).S)x.c-\x). 
For the semi-holonomic case, we take the following agreement up. If С : В -^ 
-^ б'̂ (Ф), then R{C) will denote the set of all elements of Ф** transforming С into itself. 
Consequently, in the semi-holonomic case у will mean the restriction of functor (31) 
to Ф X Щв), so that г(Ф X Щв)) = R{C) с Ф^ 
Proposition 4, Assume that three connections С : В -^ Q!'{^), CQ : В -^ ô 4 ^ ) 
and L: В -^ Q^(îr'(B)) are given. Consider the connection CQ x L on Ф x tl\B) 
and the functor y : Ф x fl''(ß) -> Ф**. Then 
x,+ i(C * Co, L) = y^(Co X L) . 
Proof. Let Co(x) = JICF, L{X) = J^A. According to item 2, it is С * Co(x) = 
= jl[C{y) . â{y)l By (11) and (8), we deduce >.,+ i(C * Co(x), L{x)) = jl[{C{y). 
. â{y)) À{y) . C"^(x)]. On the other hand, (31) gives 
y*(j>, Ля) = jX(C{y) . â{y)) 1{у). C-'{x)l QED. 
8. In particular, if a connection С : В -^ б^(Ф) ^nd a linear connection on the base 
manifold L: В -^ ß^(n^(ß)) are given, then we define the prolongation р(С, L) 
of С with respect to Lby 
(32) p(C, L) : - >C2{C ^C,L) = ^^{C, L) : В-. а\ф') , 
Let C{x) = j'iç, L{x) = jlL Using (U), we find 
(33) p{Q L) (x) = jl[{C{y) . ф{у)) Я(у). C-\x)] . 
If we further denote C(y) = j^ij/, À(y) = j^/x, then (9) implies 
(34) piC,L){x)=jl{fMn{t)).<p{y).cp-\t)]}. 
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By Proposition 4, we also have 
(35) p{QL)=^y^{CxL), 
provided у:Ф x П^(Б)-> Ф̂  is the functor determined by C. Considering the 
functor jl : Ф̂  -> Ф, we derive directly from the definition 
(36) f.MC, L)) = C. 
Proposition 5. Consider a connection С : В -^ Q^{Ф^) and a connection L: В -> 
-^ Q\n^{B)), so that p{C,L) is a connection on {Ф'У = Ф""*"̂  and b:^{C) or 
b^(p(C, L)) 15 a connection on tV{B) or ТГ^^(В) respectively. Then 
b,(p(C, L)) = Kb,(C), L) . 
Proof. This is verified directly by applying projection b to (34). 
The r-th prolongation / (C , L) of С with respect to L is defined by the iteration 
/ (C , L) = K / " 4 ^ ' ^) ' ^) ' P%^^ ^) = ^- This is a connection on (Ф'"""̂ )̂  = Ф^ 
which is semi-holonomic in the following sense. 
Proposition 6. The values of p\C, L) lie in и^Щ с ß^^O-
Proof. The assertion is trivial for r = 1. Assume by induction that it holds for 
r - 1. Put M = p'-\C, L), M, = / -^ (C , L), Mi(x) = jl(p, M,{y) = ]1ф, L{x) = 
= jll, L{y) = 7>, A{y) = jlfi. Hence it holds / (C , L) = p{M, L), M = р{М„ L), 
Ml = JlZl:^{M). According to (33), it is 
M(x) = jl[{M,{y) . ф{у)) X{y) . M: \X)] : = jl Q{y)., 
M{y) = Jl[{M,{z). lA(z)) v(z). МГЧУ)] '=Jl Ф ) , 
so that JlZ^Q = (p, J[Z\G = i/r. Applying (9), we further obtain Q{y) = 7i[iA(K0) D 
D q>{y) D <P"40]- ^ ^ the other hand, (34) gives 
KM, L) (x) = jUjik(KO) • <y) • ^"40]} := J:̂  АУ) • 
We have to prove х{у) ̂  Ф'̂ - ^У the induction hypothesis, ^ and a are local cross 
sections of Ф*""̂ . Further we find f^~^ x{x) = eJJ"̂  П и{у) П ^ "̂̂  = Q{y) and 
Wr-мт и Q{y) D Q-\m = ji[^(KO) • «PW • Ф"ЧО] = ew. QED. 
In particular, if the original connection is linear, i.e. С — L, then we set p\L, L) = 
= p\V). If necessary, this connection will be called the r-th p-prolongation of L to 
be distinguished from the r-th prolongation É^^ : В -^ Q'^^{p}{B)) of Lin the sense 
of Ehresmann. By Proposition 6, p\V) is a connection on П^(Б)'', but it is also a special 
one. 
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Proposition 7. The values of p\L) lie in Q\YV^\B)), 
Proof. We shall first deduce bJjt\Üj) = p''~^(L). For r = 1, one finds easily 
b*(p(L)) = L =: p^(L). Assume by induction that b^p'^^L)) = p'""^(L). Using 
Proposition 5, we obtain bJy{L)) = Ъ^{р{р'-\Ь\ L)) = p{bJ^p'-\L)\ L) = 
= p(/-^(L), L) = p'-^(L). Further, p'-'^L) is a connection on ЩВ)'"-^ by 
construction, so that b^{p'"^^(L)) = / ( L ) is a connection on П'"^^(В), QED. 
9. The prolongations of С and Lin the sense of Ehresmann and the prolongations 
of С with respect to Lare in the following relation. 
Proposition 8. Consider two connections С \ В ^ бН^)' ^* ^ "* бЧ^Ч^)) ^^^ 
their prolongations C^'^ : В -^ О^-Щ, li'~^^ : В -> й\ПЩ) and / (C , L) : В-^ 
(37) x,,,(C<^>,^,(L<-^>)) = / ( C , L ) . 
/n particular, for С = Lwe have 
(38) e,+ i(L<'>) = / ( L ) . 
Proof. For r = 1, it is >i:2(C', L) = p{C, L) by definition. Assume by induction 
that (37) and (38) hold for r - 1. Let p^'^C, L) = M, M{x) = j\ç, М{у) = ]1ф, 
Ф) = JIÀ, À{y) = jln. Then 
/ (С , L) (x) = p{M, L) (x) = Ш1ФШ) D <?>(3') D <P- 40]} : = jl H{y). 
Put N = QXL''-''\ Nix) = jlv, Niy) = jlr,, vi = Г \ rj, = }'-% N, = J:;\N), 
C(x) = j ' e , C{y) = ;J,cr. By Lemma 5, it is Q^'-iili'' ^') = Ni- By the induction hypo­
thesis (37), i.e. M = xXC^''~^\ ß,_i(L<'-^'))» we obtain 
(39) <p{y) = (О^-'ХУ) . а{у)) v,{y). [C<-^'(x)]-' , 
^(z) = (C<-^>(z) . ê(z)) ^,(z) . [C<'-^>(y)]-' . 
On the other hand, we have 
^,.(C<'>(x),eXb<'-i)(x))) = 
= ШС''-Ъ) • а{у)) v{y). 1С^'-'\х)У'} := jl К(у). 
By the induction hypothesis (38), i.e. N = piN^, L), we find 
Applying (9), we further deduce 
ЧУ) = mc''-'\m • еШ) • m) чгШ) Ф) vr '(О • 
.d-4t).[ö^-^r'}--=mt)-
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Finally, using (39), Lemma 1 and Corollary 1, we obtain «AWO) П (p{y) П (p 4 0 == 
= F(f). This implies H{y) = K{y), QED. 
10. We shall need another construction related with a connection L: В -> 
-> еЧП''(В)). Such a connection determines a functor / ( L ) : П^В) -> W^^{B) by 
the following induction. For r = 1, consider a connection LQ : В -^ Q^{H^{B)) and 
the corresponding functor XQ : П^В) x П^В) -> (П^В))^ = П^В) in the sense 
of (31). Then we set /(Lo) (X) = Ao(Z, X), Х е П ^ В ) . By (31), it is f{Lo){X) = 
= (Lo(}0 . X) X . L"o4^ )̂. X = OCX, у = JSX, which implies b[/(Lo) (X)] = X, 
J2(/(U]> (X)) = X. Hence /(Lo) (X) e Щв) by Lemma 3. Set L, = f,' \L) : В -^ 
-> о4П' '~4В)). Assume by induction that we have defined the functor f{Li) : 
: n ^ B ) -> Щ в ) . In the sense of (31), L determines a functor Я : П^В) x П^В) -> 
-> (ЩВ))^ Then we define 
(40) /(L)(X) = 1(/(L0(X),X) = {L{y)J{L,){X))X.L-\x), 
Proposition 9. Т/ге values of f{L) lie in W^\B) с (ЩВ))^ 
Proof. Let L(x) = ji(?), L(y) = j > , cp, = j^'cp, ф, -^ Л'^ф, L, = f^ZUb,), 
X = jlfi. By virtue of (9), we can write 
/(b)W =jiWK0)(/(bi)(X))<p-40] :=7>(y). 
It is (7(x) = / (Li ) (Z), while 
(41) JW ' '̂ (3')] = jiL-A.WO) if{L2) (X)) cpZ\t)] . 
By the induction hypothesis, the right hand side of (41) is equal to / ( L J ) ( X ) , QED. 
Let Lo : В -> Q^(n^(B)) be another connection. Using the functor/(L) : П^(В) -> 
-^ П''"^^(В), one can construct an induced connection/(L)* {LQ) : В -^ 2^(П'*"^^(В)). 
Proposition 10. For a linear connection L: В -^ 0^(П^(В)), we have 
(42) f{L)^f{r\L)%{L). 
Proof. For r = 0, we define/(p~^(L)) to be the identity of П^(В), so that (42) is 
trivial. Assume by induction that it holds for r — 1. Set M = p''~^(L), L(x) = jlX, 
M{x) = ji<p, M, = r.ZUM). Then / (M)* (L(x)) = Л[(М{у) .Î{M,){1{у))) Я(у) . 
. M ^{xj]. On the other hand, it is 
(43) p{M, L) (x) = а{М{у) . ф{у)) 1{у) . М'\х)-] . 
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By the induction hypothesis, M{x) = f{M,%{L{x)) = jl[f{M,){l{y))l Hence 
(p[y) = f{Mi) {^{y)). Substituting it into (43), we obtain our assertion. 
Remark. Dealing with the corresponding principal fibre bundles, we shall deduce 
in the next paper by Proposition 10 that the r-th p-prolongation p''{L) of a linear 
connection L coincides with that studied by YUEN, [12]. 
11. Assume now that Ф is a groupoid of operators on a fibred manifold (£, p, B), 
In particular, every Ö e Ф, а{в) = x, b{9) = у determines a mapping 
(44) 9 : E^ -^ Ey , z и^ в , z , 
The general definition of the absolute differential of a jet of a manifold M into E 
with respect to an element of connection on Ф introduced by Ehresmann, [3], can 
be immediately extended to quasi-elements of connection on Ф. Let Ye J\M, E), 
p[ßY) = y, and let Z e Д ( Ф ) . Then Х-^рТеЗ\М,Ф) satisfies a\X-^pY'\ = pY, 
so that the prolongation of the action of Ф on £ determines an element 
(45) X-\Y) :={X-^pY).Ye Г{М, E^) , 
which will be called the absolute differential of 7 with respect to X. By definition, one 
finds easily 
(46) iX.ÔnY) = o-^[X-\Y)-]. 
In the sequel, we shall use (45) in the special case Ye J''E only. In this case, it is 
X-\Y) =X-^ .YLctX = il G{Z) and Y = j\Q{Z). Then 
(47) X-\Y) =X-'.Y = j\[a-\z). ^(z)] e ф , £ . ) . 
Consider the identification of Proposition 1. Let Х е б ; ^ ^ ( ф ) , YeQl{W{B)\ 
Z = x,+ l{X,Y)eQl{Ф') and X^ = f.+^X e й'^{Ф). We are going to compare the 
absolute differentiation with respect to these elements. In the sense of Ehresmann, 
we have the mappings X"^ : J'^'^^E -> / ^ ^ ( Л , E^), X;^ : J'^E -> J ; (5 , E^) and Z"^ : 
: J^-^^E -> Jl(B, J'^E), Further, let M be a manifold and let Y = j^X, Then 7 deter­
mines a diffeomorphism 
(48) >(y) : J r \B, M) - . Ji{B, J:{B, M ) ) , jl ф) ^^jl^y) A(j;)] . 
In particular, we have a mapping ц{У) : J^X-ß. E^) -> JI{B, З'^В, E ^ ) . Moreover, 
for any two manifolds M^, M^, every mapping/ : M^ -* Mz is extended to a mapping 
(49) и:ф,М,)-^31(В,М,), jl<p{y)v^jif{(p{y)). 
In particular, for Z ^ ^ : J^Ê -* J'J^B, E^ we have X^^ : Jl{B, J'ß) -> JI{B, J ; ( B , E J . 
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Proposition 11. The following diagram commutes: 
(50) 
г:\в, £,) ^ ^ ^ j ' ( ß , J:;(ß, £,)) 
Proof. Let X,+ I(A:, У) = Z = j ^ С{у), b l,{y) = X{y) and let UeJ'^^'E, U = jlr,. 
Hence we have X = jll{C{y) • Xi) Г ^y)], Y = fj. Then we find X"^(C/) = 
= a{X;' . r\y)) r\y). r,{y)] and ß{Y)(Х-Щ) = ji[X^' . Г\у) • г,{у) X{y)l 
On the other hand, the action of Ф' on J'^E is given by (4), so that Z \U) = 
= тГ\у)Г\у).ф))Я{уУ] and Х;:{г-Щ)=ах:\Г\у).г,{у)Ку)1 
QED. 
We define by induction 
Nl{B, M) = Ji{B, M), iv;(B, M) = j ' (B , iv r '(ß, M)). 
Every yeöi(n ' (ß)) determines a total map т(У) : j ; ' ' ' ( ß , M) ^ N^"''(5, M) as 
follows. For r = 0, we have the trivial groupoid П°(В) = В x В, for which 
Ql{n°{B)) contains a single element /^ = ;:̂ (x h» (x, ()), f e B. Then we set т(/^) : = 
: = t̂(̂ )̂ = the identity of JI{B, M). Assume by induction that we have introduced 
a mapping T(F) : J;(ß, M) ^ Nl{B, M) for every Fe QI{W-\B)). Let Уе 0^(Я'(В)), 
i'l = fr* \Y) e Qi{tt'- Щ). According to (49), r{Y,)^ is a mapping Ji{B, J'^B, M)) -^ 
-> Jl{B, iV;(ß, M)) = iV;+'(ß, M). Then we define 
(51) т(У) = т(У,)* о Ki') : -^^'(5, M) -> JVr'(ß. Af) . 
Explicitly, if У = fj and t/ = j^r] e К^\В, M), then 
(52) .{Y){U)=j]l-c{Y,){rt{y)X{y))\. 
Obviously, it holds 
(53) ß{x{Y){lJ)) = T{Y,){jU,V). 
Similarly, every element of connection Z e б̂ (Ф'") determines a mapping t{Z~^) : 
:Jl^^E->N'^^\B,E^) as follows. For r = 0, we put r(Z"^) = Z~^ : 4 £ - > 
-> JI{B, E^). Assume by induction that we have defined a mapping r(F~^) : J^E -• 
-^К{В,Е^) for every Feöi(0 ' -^) . Let Z e ß p ' ) ' Z^ = / , ; ' ( Z ) 6 ôi($'-^). 
According to (49), t{Zi ^) is a mapping Ji{B, J^E) -^ J*(B, iV;̂ (ß, JE;̂ )). Then we set 
(54) t{Z-') = t{Z:% о Z-' : J^^'E -> ]V;^'(^. £.) • 
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Explicitly, if Z = ;iC and U = jlrjeJ'/^E, then 
(55) KZ-^){U) ^ jl[t{Zi^){rb)n,m. 
The mapping t(Z~^) will be said to be the full absolute differential with respect to Z. 
Corollary 2. The following diagram commutes: 
(56) 
• ' • + 1 Г 
ir^(5,£.)-^^2--ivr4ß.£.) 
Proof. The assertion is trivial for r = 0. Assume by induction that it holds for 
r — 1. Let Xi =fy+iX, Yi = fri^{Y). From the induction hypothesis we derive 
directly ({[x^X^, ^i)]~^)* = '^(^i)* ° ^i~* • Adding such a triangle to (50), we prove 
Corollary 2. 
12. Quite analogously to the concept of a semi-holonomic jet, we define a subspace 
Sl{B, M) с iv;(ß, M) by the following induction: 
a) Sl{B, M) = Nl{B, M) = Jl{B, M), 
b) an element X e N''^{B, M) belongs to 5^(Б, M) if it is of the form X = jla, 
where Ö- is a local mapping of В into S^"^(5, M) satisfying a{x) = jl[ß (т{у)]. 
In particular, if M is a vector space F, then we have a canonical identification 
(57) s;(5, F) - F e F® T*(ß) e . . . e F® ® гДв). 
Lemma 6. If U e J;+ ^(Б, M) an^ F e QI{W{B)), then 
T(Y){U)eS:^\B,M). 
Proof. The assertion is trivial for r = 0. Assume by induction that it holds for 
r - 1. Let [7 = j > , Y = j'J, Y, = Г,^'(У), v^ = J T ' v , 2i = / Г U . By definition, it 
is T{Y){U) = jl[x{Yj) (v{y) X(y))'] '•— jlff(y)- By the induction hypothesis we find 
that a{y) belongs to Sl{B, M). Further, as U is semi-holonomic, it holds v(x) = 
= jivi- Hence <т(х) = ^Y,) {v{x)) =. f^[r{j:zUYi)) (^i{y) Ф))} Ьу the definition 
of т(У,). On the other hand, ß a{y) = •r(;;:i*(l'i)) i'^xiy) ^i{y)) Ьу (53), which implies 
T(y)(L/)eS;+'(B,M), QED. 
Lemma l.IfZe e i ( ^ 0 and U e J ;+ ' £ , <йеи 
< Z - i ) ( { / ) e S r ^ ( ß , £ . ) . 
P r о о f is a simple replica of the proof of Lemma 6. 
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Introduce 
s'(£) = и s;(ß, £,), f'(£) = и J:iB, Ê.). 
хеВ хеВ 
Consider two connections С : В -> 0^(Ф), L: В -^ б^(П^(В)), their prolongations 
С(̂ > : В -> е''"'^(Ф), L̂ *""̂ ^ : В -^ 0'(П^(В)) in the sense of Ehresmann and the r-th 
prolongation p\C, L) of С with respect to L. By (56) and Proposition 8, the following 
diagram commutes: 
(58) [C(^)] D i - l 
p..(£) j f ? : ! ^ ! : ! ^ ,...(£) 
This diagram compares the absolute differentiation by means of Ĉ*"̂  in the sense 
of Ehresmann with the full absolute differentiation by means of p\C, L). 
13. There is a natural action of groupoid Ф x П ^ ( Б ) on S''{É) defined by the 
following induction. Let веФ, Xe П\В), а{в) = aX = x, b{e) = ßX = y, X = 
= jljLt. If г = 1 and У e JI{B, E^), Y = jlrj, then we set 
(59) (Ö, X).Y = jl[e . riifi-'m e Ф^ E^) • 
Assume by induction that we have introduced an action {(в, X), U) ь̂  {0, X) m U 
of Ф X n^(B) on S'-^E), If Ye 5;(J5, £^), Y = j^rj, then we define 
(60) (0, X).Y = jl[{e, X) . ri{fi-\t))] e S;{B, £,) . 
Let С : В -^ б^(Ф'') be a connection on Ф** and let (т : Б -> E be a cross section. 
Then/ '^^a is a cross section of J^^^E and the cross section 
(61) t{C~'){cT):B^S'^\É), xy.t{C-\x)){r:'a) 
will be said to be the full absolute differential of G with respect to C. Consider further 
two connections С : В -^ Q}{^\ L: В -> 6 ^ ( П ^ ( Б ) ) and the r-th prolongation 
p\C, L) of С with respect to L. Using the action (60), we shall describe a simple step 
by step construction of the full absolute differential of a with respect to p''(C, L) by 
means of С and Lonly. 
Proposition 12. The full absolute differential of a cross section a : В -^ E with 
respect to p\C, L) coincides with the absolute differential with respect to С x L 
of the full absolute differential of a with respect to p^~^(C, L), i.e. 
(C X L ) - {t{[r\C, L ) ] - ) (a)) = iMC L ) ] - ) (<x) . 
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Corollary 3. Let E be a vector bundle associated with €>, let C : B -> Ql(<S>)9 
L: B -> Q^n^B)) 6ť? řwo connections and let <r : B -+ E be a cross section. Then 
the full absolute differential t(lf~\C, L)]"1) (a) : B -> Sr(£) = E ® E ® 
® T*(B) 0 ... © E ® <g) T*(B) o/ cr w/řft respecí řo / _ 1 ( C , L) is o/ ř/ie /orm 
(C7,VC7,...,VV). 
For r = 2, Corollary 3 shows that in the vector bundle čase our prolongation of 
a connection with respect to a linear connection on the base manifold coincides with 
the operation treated by Pohl, [8]. 
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Czechoslovak Mathematical Journal, 24 (99) 1974, Praha 
An outstanding czechoslovak mathematician, Academician ŠTEFAN SCHWARZ, 
reaches sixty years of age on May 18, 1974. 
He was born at Nové Město nad Váhom where he attended the secondary school. 
Already then he showed his deep interest in mathematics. In the years 1932—1936 
he studied at the Faculty of Sciences of the Charles University at Prague. Immediately 
after completing his studies he became assistent at the Faculty, remaining member of 
its staíf until 1939. Then he came to the just established Slovák Technical University 
at Bratislava where he has worked until now. In the year 1946 he became reader and 
in 1947 he was appointed professor. / 
In the year 1952, Š. Schwarz was elected corresponding member of the Czecho­
slovak Academy of Sciences. When the Slovák Academy of Sciences was founded 
in 1953, he was appointed its regular member, and in 1960 he was elected regular 
member of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. In both Czechoslovak and Slovák 
Academies he acted in a number of important offices. In the years 1965 — 70 he was 
President of the Slovák Academy of Sciences and Vice-President of the Czechoslovak 
Academy of Sciences. Since 1964 he has been director of the Institute of Mathe­
matics of the Slovák Academy of Sciences. 
The scientific activity of Academician Štefan Schwarz concentrates on algebra and 
theory of numbers. It was Schwarz's teacher, an outstanding mathematician KAREL 
PETR, professor of the Charles University, who encouraged Š. Schwarz to direct his 
work to algebraic problems connected with the theory of numbers. 
In his first studies Š. Schwarz dealt with the problems concerning irreducibility of 
polynomials cver an integrál domain. His further papers are devoted to the decom-
posability of polynomials over a íinite field into a product of irreducible polynomials. 
One of the main tasks advanced by Š. Schwarz was to find explicit formulae for the 
number ak of mutually different irreducible factors of degree k for a given polynomial 
over a finite field. He first improved some older results and finally found an essentially 
new solution of a, so to say, "algorithmic" character, which turned out to be suit-
able for machine computation. In other papers which obtained also considerable 
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Corollary 3. Let E be a vector bundle associated with O, let C : B -* Ql(Q>), 
L : B -* Q1(n1(B)) be two connections and let a : B -> E be a cross section. Then 
the full absolute differential t([pr~\C, L)]"1) (a) : B-+Sr(E) == E ® E ® 
<g> T*(£) 0 ... 0 E ® ® T*(B) o/ (j wfř/i res/?ecí řo jpr_1(C, L) ís o/ Í/?Č> /orm 
(<r,V<r,...,V'<x). 
For r = 2, Corollary 3 shows that in the vector bundle čase our prolongation of 
a connection with respect to a linear connection on the base manifold coincides with 
the operation treated by Pohl, [8]. 
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